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Abstract
Progress in the atomic-scale modelling of matter over the past decade has
been tremendous. This progress has been brought about by improvements
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in methods for evaluating interatomic forces that work by either solving the
electronic structure problem explicitly, or by computing accurate approximations of the solution and by the development of techniques that use the
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) forces to move the atoms on the BO potential energy surface. As a consequence of these developments it is now possible to
identify stable or metastable states, to sample configurations consistent with
the appropriate thermodynamic ensemble, and to estimate the kinetics of reactions and phase transitions. All too often, however, progress is slowed down
by the bottleneck associated with implementing new optimization algorithms
and/or sampling techniques into the many existing electronic-structure and
empirical-potential codes. To address this problem, we are thus releasing a
new version of the i-PI software. This piece of software is an easily extensible framework for implementing advanced atomistic simulation techniques
using interatomic potentials and forces calculated by an external driver code.
While the original version of the code[1] was developed with a focus on path
integral molecular dynamics techniques, this second release of i-PI not only
includes several new advanced path integral methods, but also offers other
classes of algorithms. In other words, i-PI is moving towards becoming a
universal force engine that is both modular and tightly coupled to the driver
codes that evaluate the potential energy surface and its derivatives.
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1. Introduction
Atomic-scale modelling is constantly improving in terms of the efficiency
and accuracy of its predictions. This is due to a fortunate combination of the
baseline increase of available computational power, the availability of better
electronic-structure methods and their (semi-)empirical approximations, and
the development of sampling schemes that can efficiently map the static and
dynamic properties of matter based on the underlying description of the interatomic potential energy surface. In such a rapidly evolving and interdisciplinary field of research it is important that complex and/or newly-developed
schemes become available to end-users with the minimum possible implementation overhead. With this goal in mind, a few years ago the first version
of i-PI was released. This code was designed as an easily-extensible Python
package for performing molecular dynamics and path integral molecular dynamics simulations [1]. By using a socket interface to request and gather
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interatomic forces and potential energies from an external driver code, i-PI
provided a flexible infrastructure that could be connected to different types
of electronic structure and empirical force field packages. This code therefore
provided a platform that allowed researchers in the chemistry and materials science communities to easily incorporate state-of-the-art methods for
dealing with the quantum nature of atomic nuclei in their simulations [2].
In the years after the first release of i-PI, several new methods for accelerating the simulations of quantum nuclei have been developed. In addition,
the user base of i-PI has grown considerably, and many researchers have used
the code to implement advanced modelling techniques that go beyond (path
integral) molecular dynamics. This paper presents a second release of i-PI
that includes these new developments and a refactored core structure that is
more suited for the implementation of, amongst other things, techniques that
involve multiple replicas of a physical system. After giving an overview of
the rationale underlying the updated infrastructure and of the new features
that have been included in this release, a few examples of some of the most
recently-implemented functionalities will be presented in order to showcase
the power of i-PI as a universal force engine for molecular simulations.
2. Program overview
In keeping with the original goals set out for the first version of i-PI[1],
this new release is still built around the fact that force evaluation is the bottleneck of most materials modelling simulations. For this reason, even though
several performance improvements have been implemented, in particular to
accelerate I/O, the main infrastructural changes are motivated by a recognition that the code needed a clearer structure that better reflects the basic
functions of a force engine. As shown in Figure 1, the core element of i-PI
is a System class. This class provides a description of the physical system
under study by explaining how it should be initialized, how energy and forces
should be computed and what statistical ensemble should be sampled. If the
system class is set up correctly, one can then use a Motion class to describe
how atoms should be evolved in steps, either through molecular dynamics,
Monte Carlo or to minimize (or maximize) energy, or simply to compute
functions or derivatives of the energy or the force. Multiple System classes
can be defined and evolved in parallel, and one can even define evolution
steps that combine different systems through a SMotion (Systems Motion)
class – such as for instance exchanges between parallel replicas. As in the
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Figure 1:
A schematic representation of the structure of i-PI. Green boxes identify
programs, red and blue boxes identify classes, and lines represent information exchange
between classes, all in a loose sense. This structure is reflected in the XML input format of
i-PI. The System (or a collection of systems) is evolved in steps, which are compounded
by collective moves that can exchange information between systems (SMotion) and by an
Output management. The i-PI core is complemented by external drivers (“force codes”)
that compute energy and forces – the interface with which is managed by a ForceField
class – and by post-processing tools that can compute observables from the output of i-PI.

first release, a series of Forcefield classes can be defined that specify how the
forces that drive the different systems should be computed. This procedure
will possibly take place with the help of external driver codes that connect
to i-PI through a socket interface. As explained in more detail in the paper
accompanying the first release of i-PI [1], there is a conceptual difference
between Forcefield classes that describe how to compute energy and forces
given a set of atomic coordinates, and the Forces class that describes how
the (potentially) many potential components should be combined to describe
in full the energetics of the system. As we discuss below, the possibility of
defining multiple force components simplifies greatly the setup of complex
simulation schemes, such as those involving multiple time stepping in real
or imaginary time. In this version we also separated the definition of the
thermodynamic boundary conditions – that were previously part of the parameters of the molecular dynamics integrator – into an Ensemble class.
As discussed in Section 4.1, this change in architecture simplifies greatly the
implementation of advanced sampling schemes based on replica exchange.
Finally, outputs can be generated in a customisable form, and then further
analyzed by a series of post-processing tools.
5

3. Program features
Over the past two years, i-PI has accumulated a large number of new
features, that go well beyond its original purpose as a code for performing
path integral molecular dynamics simulations. Many people have been involved in designing, executing and funding the development of these features,
and their involvement has been acknowledged by making them part of the
author team for this publication. Here, the main features that are available
in this new release of i-PI are listed. The main material contributors to each
feature are indicated together with a reference to the papers describing the
theory and the implementation in i-PI. In addition to the implementation of
these simulation methods, considerable effort has been devoted to optimizing,
documenting and streamlining the code and the overall infrastructure. The
contributions of R. Petraglia, V. Kapil, M. Rossi, O. Marsalek, T. Spura,
J. Przemyslaw and M. Ceriotti have been particularly significant in these
regards.
The features in the original version of the code [1] are still available:
• molecular dynamics and PIMD in the NVE, NVT and NPT ensembles,
with the high-frequency internal vibrations of the path propagated in
the normal-mode representation [3] to allow for longer time steps;
• ring polymer contraction [4, 5], implemented by exposing multiple
socket interfaces to deal with short and long-range components of the
potential energy separately; treating different components that have
different computational cost and characteristic time scale separately
can reduce substantially the overall effort associated with a simulation
• efficient stochastic velocity rescaling [6] and path integral Langevin
equation thermostats [3] to sample efficiently the canonical ensemble;
• various generalized Langevin equation (GLE) thermostats, including
the optimal sampling [7, 8], quantum [9], and δ [10] thermostats; the
parameters for different GLE flavors and the conditions in which they
should be applied can be obtained from a separate website [11];
• mixed path integral–generalized Langevin equation techniques for accelerated convergence, including both PI+GLE [12] and the more recent and effective version PIGLET [13]; these techniques reduce the
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number of path integral replicas needed, while allowing for systematic
convergence;
• all the standard estimators for structural properties, the quantum kinetic energy, pressure, etc.;
• more sophisticated estimators such as the scaled-coordinate heat capacity estimator [14], estimators to obtain isotope fractionation free energies by re-weighting a simulation of the most abundant isotope [15], and
a displaced-path estimator for the particle momentum distribution [16];
• the infrastructure that is needed to perform approximate quantum dynamics calculations such as ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) [17,
18] and centroid molecular dynamics (CMD) [19, 20].
To these, several additional methods have been made available, including
several last-generation path-integral techniques:
• reweighted fourth-order path integral MD (M. Ceriotti, G.A.R. Brain) [21,
22]; this method makes it possible to obtain fourth-order statistics
by re-weighting second-order trajectories; attention should be paid to
avoid statistical inefficiencies;
• finite-differences implementation of fourth-order path integrals (V. Kapil,
M. Ceriotti) [23]; this schemes enables explicit fourth-order path integral simulations, that converge faster than conventional Trotter methods;
• perturbed path integrals (I. Poltavsky) [24]; essentially, a truncated
cumulant expansion of fourth-order reweighting, that often enables fast
convergence avoiding statistical instability;
• open path integrals and momentum distribution estimators (V. Kapil,
A. Cuzzocrea, M. Ceriotti) [25]; makes it possible to compute the particle momentum distribution including quantum fluctuations of nuclei;
• quantum alchemical transformations (B. Cheng) [26, 27]; Monte Carlo
exchanges between isotopes of different mass, useful to sample isotope
propensity for different molecules or environments;
• direct isotope fractionation estimators (B. Cheng, M. Ceriotti) [28];
avoid thermodynamic integration to obtain isotope fractionation ratios;
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• spatially localized ring polymer contraction (M. Rossi, M. Ceriotti)
[29]; simple contraction scheme for weakly bound molecules, e.g. on
surfaces;
• ring polymer instantons (Y. Litman, J.O. Richardson, M. Rossi) [30];
evaluation of reaction rates and tunnelling splittings for molecular rearrangements and chemical reactions;
• thermodynamic integration (M. Rossi, M. Ceriotti) [31]; classical scheme
to compute free energy differences;
• geometry optimizers for minimization and saddle point search (B. Helfrecht, R. Petraglia, Y. Litman, M. Rossi) [31]
• harmonic vibrations through finite differences (V. Kapil, S. Bienvenue)
[31]; simple evaluation of the harmonic Hessian;
• multiple time stepping (V. Kapil, M. Ceriotti) [32]; accelerated simulations by separating slow and fast degrees of freedom into different
components of the potential energy;
• metadynamics through a PLUMED interface (G. Tribello, M. Ceriotti);
simulation of rare events and free energy calculations;
• replica exchange MD (R. Petraglia, R. Meissner, M. Ceriotti) [33]; accelerated convergence of averages by performing Monte Carlo exchanges
of configurations between parallel calculations
• thermostatted RPMD [34], including optimized-GLE TRPMD [35]; reduces well-known artifacts in the simulation of dynamical properties
by path integral methods;
• dynamical corrections to Langevin trajectories (M. Rossi, V. Kapil,
M. Ceriotti) [35]; eliminates the artifacts introduced into dynamical
properties by the presence of thermostats;
• fast forward Langevin thermostat (M. Hijazi, D. M. Wilkins, M. Ceriotti); a simple scheme to reduce the impact of strongly-damped Langevin
thermostats on sampling efficiency; [36]
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• Langevin sampling for noisy and/or dissipative forces (J. Kessler, T.
D. Kühne) [37, 38]; suitable to stabilize and correct the artifacts that
are introduced in MD trajectories by different extrapolation schemes;
4. Examples of New Features
In order to demonstrate the flexibility of the i-PI software, a few examples
of selected features that have been made available in this release are discussed
in the following section.
4.1. Replica exchange molecular dynamics
Replica exchange refers to a large family of accelerated sampling methods
in which multiple simulations (e.g. MD) are performed in parallel for the same
system, with each simulation sampling from a different ensemble. Many different variations on this theme have been proposed, including running parallel simulations at different temperatures [39] or pressures [40], using different
bias potentials on different replicas [41] or having replicas that experience different Hamiltonians because various parts of the interatomic potential have
been scaled differently [42]. In all cases, the ensemble-preserving parallel
evolution of the different systems is combined with Monte Carlo moves that
exchange the configurations between pairs of replicas.
To understand the general idea – and the way it has been implemented
in this version of i-PI – consider that each ensemble ℵ effectively describes a
probability distribution for the positions and momenta of a system, Pℵ (p, q).
If two of these distributions, Pℵ and Pi , are selected at random, one can
build Monte Carlo moves that preserve the distribution of both ensembles
by performing a swap and accepting or rejecting the move with a Metropolis
rate
Pℵ (p1 , q1 )Pi (p2 , q2 )
.
(1)
a1↔2 =
Pi (p1 , q1 )Pℵ (p2 , q2 )
where {p1 , q1 } and {p2 , q2 } are configurations that are initially distributed
according to Pℵ and Pi respectively. Notice that only the ratios between
the probability distributions need to be computed. Furthermore, in all cases,
these can be cast in terms of the exponential of a difference between (generalized) Hamiltonians computed with different parameters.
In practice, we implemented replica exchange in i-PI by performing a
swap between the ensemble definitions. All the information on temperature,
pressure, bias and the scaling factors for different components of the potential
9

is contained in the Ensemble class. Therefore, it suffices to swap only
the values of all these parameters as the depend object machinery will then
update all the necessary derived quantities (including e.g. the spring constant
in a PIMD simulation), so that the probability factors after the trial swap
can be computed, and used to decide on the acceptance. Whenever it is
possible the momenta are rescaled in a reversible way after a swap and before
computing Eq. (1). This eliminates the dependence of the probability ratios
on the values of momenta and also increases the likelihood for acceptance. If
a move is rejected, both ensembles are restored to their initial state.
p = 1 bar
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Figure 2: The panels show the temperature dependence for the density (left) and the
coefficient of thermal expansion (right) calculated for 64 molecules of q-TIP4P/f water
using path integral (red) and classical MD (blue). While panels (a) and (b) were calculated
at 1 bar, (c) and (d) were calculated at 100 bar from N pT replica exchange simulations.
Panels (e) and (f) were obtained at 1 bar without any replica exchange moves. The
dotted lines on the upper left and upper middle panel are fourth degree polynomials fitted
to the averages obtained from the simulations. All averages are calculated from 500 ps
simulations.

The i-PI implementation of replica exchange has already been used to
sample organic chemical reactions and conformational transitions with den10

sity functional tight binding [33]. Here, we provide a simple demonstration
that illustrates the power of this approach using both classical and path integral REMD. Figure 2 shows the calculated density and the coefficient of
thermal expansion as a function of temperature (250 K to 340 K in steps of
10K) at 1 bar and 100 bar for 64 molecules of q-TIP4P/f water [43]. The
energies and forces were evaluated using LAMMPS [44]. A total of 20 N pT
ensembles, one for each tuple of pressure and temperature, were simulated
using the BZP barostat [45] with a time constant of 1200 fs. The barostat
was coupled to a white noise Langevin thermostat with a time constant of
100 fs. The physical degrees of freedom were attached to a PILE-G [3] and
stochastic velocity rescaling thermostat [6] with a time constants of 100 fs,
respectively for PIMD and MD. The equations of motion of the system were
integrated using a conservative time step of 0.25 fs. Exchanges between the
ensembles were attempted every 10 steps for classical simulations and every
step for quantum simulations. To compare the efficiency of the replica exchange scheme with respect to straightforward molecular dynamics, several
independent (path integral) molecular dynamics runs were also performed at
the 20 thermodynamic conditions, without including swaps. Figure 2 compares replica exchange (panels (a) - (d)) and conventional (PI)MD (panels (e)
and (f)) for the calculation of the density versus temperature profile and the
calculation of the coefficient of thermal expansion. REMD reaches satisfactory convergence with trajectories that involve fewer than 500 ps of dynamics
so the change in the density profile as the pressure is increased from 1bar
to 100 bar can be easily observed from the converged results. Plain (PI)MD
would require tens of ns [46] to converge these observables to the accuracy
of replica exchange simulations. The curves also allow one to appreciate
the subtle shift in the temperature of maximum density and the coefficient
of thermal expansion at low temperatures towards the experimental result
which occurs when nuclear quantum effects are switched on.
4.2. Multiple time step integrators
Multiple time step (MTS) integration has been implemented in i-PI in
Ref. 32, and can be used whenever the potential energy of the system can
be split into a slowly-varying and a quickly-varying part, V = Vslow + Vfast .
The implementation is extremely flexible, and allows for arbitrarily complex setups in which many levels of time stepping are combined. Consider
for example a situation in which the potential is split in a slow and a fast
part, and in addition the slow potential can be computed using an accurate
11

level 0
level 1
level 2
evolve p using fslow,HQ - fslow,LQ for Δt=4fs/2

repeat 4x

evolve p using fslow,LQ for Δt=2fs/2
repeat 2x

<ffsocket name='v_slow-hq' mode='unix'>
<address>vshq_socket</address>
</ffsocket>
<ffsocket name='v_slow-lq' mode='unix'>
<address>vslq_socket</address>
</ffsocket>
<ffsocket name='v_fast' mode='unix'>
<address>vf_socket</address>
</ffsocket>
sockets linking to the
...
actual force evaluators
<forces>
<force forcefield='v_fast'>
<mts_weights>[ 0,0,1]</mts_weights>
</force>
<force forcefield='v_slow-lq'>
<mts_weights>[-1,1,0]</mts_weights>
</force>
<force forcefield='v_slow-hq'>
<mts_weights>[ 1,0,0]</mts_weights>
</force>
0 1 2
</forces>
weights of force components
...
<motion mode='dynamics'>
at each MTS level
<dynamics mode='nve'>
<timestep units='femtosecond'>
4.00
timestep refers to the outer level
</timestep>
<nmts>[1,2,4]</nmts>
</dynamics>
iterations at the three levels
</motion>

evolve p using ffast for Δt=0.5fs/2
evolve q for Δt=0.5fs
evolve p using ffast for Δt=0.5fs/2

evolve p using fslow,LQ for Δt=2fs/2
evolve p using fslow,HQ - fslow,LQ for Δt=4fs/2

Figure 3: A commented snipped of an i-PI input file containing the essential components
of a MTS simulation. The right portion of the figure schematically represents the steps in
an integrator that correspond to such input.

but demanding method, that yields Vslow,HQ , or an approximate, inexpensive
scheme, Vslow,LQ . The difference between the two terms is small and varies
even more slowly. An i-PI input that realizes this complex simulation set
up is shown in Fig. 3. Several levels of MTS can be defined in the Motion
section, and the time step corresponds to the outer level. The time steps
corresponding to the different MTS levels are controlled by the nmts vector.
Entries in this vector corresponds to the number of times that the propagation at a certain level should be repeated before doing one time propagation
step in the level directly above. The outermost level corresponds to an actual
full step of the simulation. Outputs can only be generated at this level, and
the time step indicated in the input refers to this outermost level.
The forces that are active at each MTS level are obtained by combining
multiple components, based on weights that are defined for each level and
each component. For instance, if one wants to have a single component active
at a desired level, its mts weights vector should contain only zeroes, except
for a “1” at the desired level. The difference between two components can
be realized by using negative and positive weights for different components
at the same MTS level. The automatic dependency mechanism ensures that
12

forces are only computed when necessary, e.g. components with zero weight
are not evaluated, and components that have already been computed at an
inner level are reused.
4.3. Spatially localized ring polymer contraction
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Comparison of the vibrational frequencies of the full system (blue bars) and
of the benzene molecule at the geometry it adopts on top of graphene (red crosses). (b)
Convergence of the quantum kinetic energy on the adsorbate for the SL-RPC scheme with
respect to the contracted number of beads P 0 (see Eq. 2).

As discussed in Ref. [29], the spatially localized ring polymer contraction
(SL-RPC) is particularly useful when dealing with molecules weakly adsorbed
on surfaces and can be seen as a simplified version of the adaptive multiresolution method [47]. In such cases, it is possible to seamlessly define a natural
partition of the system into surface and adsorbates. In situations where one
wishes to investigate the quantum mechanical behavior of the nuclei of the
adsorbate, it has been shown in Ref. [29] that it is possible to grasp the effect
of quantum statistics without having to pay the price of a full path integral
simulation for the whole system. The full system is thus treated at a reduced
number of beads using ring-polymer contraction (ideally, performing a full
contraction to the centroid) and only the adsorbate is modelled with the full
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number of beads. More specifically, the potential is approximated by
0

P
P
 X
P X
(k)
(k)
(k)
),
VP (q) ≈ 0
Vf (q̃ ) − Vm (q̃m ) +
Vm (qm
P k=1
k=1

(2)

where P is the number of beads of the full ring polymer, k runs over the beads,
q indicates the coordinates of the beads, and q̃(k) refers to the coordinates
of a “contracted” ring polymer of P 0 beads obtained by Fourier interpolation
of the full ring polymer [4]. The quantities Vm and Vf correspond to the
potential energy of the (isolated) adsorbate and the full system, respectively.
In order to implement SL-RPC in i-PI, we have added functionality that
allows different ForceField sockets, called FFSocket within i-PI, to deal
with systems containing different numbers of atoms. To make it clearer, each
FFSocket receives forces and energies from an external client force code. iPI keeps track of which atoms are being treated by which clients and, making
use of the MTS ifrastructure, combines the forces into a total force that is
used to evolve all the degrees of freedom in the system. This functionality
can have much broader applications; for example, in the future it will make
implementing QM/MM schemes within i-PI more straightforward.
Figure 4 shows the results from an example that demonstrates the implementation of this method in i-PI. The figure is the result of a simulation
of a benzene molecule adsorbed on a graphene sheet, both described using
the AIREBO[48] potential as implemented in LAMMPS [44]. As discussed
in Ref.[29], the validity of SL-RPC for the system at hand can be assessed
by comparing the frequencies of vibration localized on the molecule when it
is adsorbed on a surface and the frequencies of vibration for this molecule in
the gas phase, but at the geometry it adopts when it is adsorbed on the surface. The error induced by the SL-RPC approximation becomes larger when
the differences in the frequencies between these two situations gets larger.
This comparison is shown in Fig. 4(a) for the benzene-on-graphene system.
Phonons were calculated using the i-PI code connected to LAMMPS and the
same AIREBO potential. Panel 4(b) shows the quantum kinetic energy on
the atoms of the adsorbate molecule when using SL-RPC with different numbers of contracted beads. The results from these simulations are compared
to a reference simulation in which the full system was described using 32
beads. One notices that, because the frequencies of vibration of the adsorbate change minimally upon adsorption, the SL-RPC scheme indeed yields
a negligible error, well below 1 meV/atom, on the quantum kinetic energy of
14

the adsorbate, even with full contraction to the centroid (P 0 = 1).
4.4. Ring-polymer instantons
One of the most efficient methods for simulating quantum nuclear effects
in molecular systems is semiclassical instanton theory [49, 50]. This approach
can be used to compute tunneling splittings and to calculate the rate constant
for a reaction through an energy barrier [51]. Instanton theory is based on
a well defined dominant tunnelling pathway which includes corner-cutting
effects. These methods can be derived from steepest-descent approximations
to a path-integral description of the tunneling process [50, 52, 51].
The ring-polymer instanton method [53, 54, 55] uses a discrete representation for the path integrals in a similar manner to path-integral molecular
dynamics. The procedure for obtaining the ring-polymer instanton rate is
closely related to the commonly-used Eyring approach for classical transitionstate theory. In both cases, the translational, rotational and vibrational partition functions for the reactants are compared with those at the transitionstate. The major difference is that, at low temperatures, the saddle point is
no longer identified as the transition state for the reaction. Instead, it corresponds to a stretched ring polymer configuration, known as an instanton.
This is defined as the saddle point of the ring-polymer potential, given by
UP (q) =

P
X
1
k=1

2

mωP2 (qk

2

− qk−1 ) +

P
X

V (qk ).

(3)

k=1

The instanton action is then given by S = ~βP UP (q̃), where q̃ is the
optimized instanton geometry. Each replica corresponds to a different imaginary time slice between 0 and β~ and together they describe a tunnelling
pathway. The energy of this pathway is lower than the barrier top and as
a consequence allows one to account for the speed-up of the reaction rate
due to tunneling. Tunneling becomes particularly important when reactions
happen below the so-called cross-over temperature, which is defined in the
harmonic approximation as Tc = ~ω ‡ /(2πkB ), where ω ‡ is the imaginary
vibrational frequency at the classical saddle point.
Instanton rate theory is thus a generalization of transition-state theory
which includes delocalization, tunneling and zero-point energy effects. In
this way, it is closely related in formulation to RPMD rate theory [53]. As
no path-integral sampling is necessary, the efficiency is expected to be much
higher than RPMD rate theory, and in typical calculations, its bottleneck is
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the evaluation of a number of ab initio Hessians. It is important to note,
however, that the instanton approach is not applicable to liquid systems as a
harmonic approximation is not valid in this case. There are thus important
cases when RPMD should be used to obtain the rate instead.
A related ring-polymer instanton approach can be used to compute tunnelling splittings for degenerate rearrangements [56]. The methodology is
similar to the rate calculation, except that the tunnelling splitting is defined
in the T → 0 limit where the instanton is not a saddle point, but a minimum.
This ring-polymer instanton method has been used to compute tunneling rates for a wide range of reactions from gas-phase collisions to enzymecatalysed proton transfers [57, 58, 59]. It has also been applied to predict tunneling splittings in a number of molecules and molecular clusters [60, 61, 62].
The ring-polymer instanton method that has been implemented in iPI uses the newly available Motion class. It accepts two modes, namely
“rates” (for the calculation of reaction rates) and “splitting” (for the calculation of tunneling splittings). In both of these modes, only half of the
ring polymer is considered when computing the instanton geometry, and
ring polymer symmetry is used to calculate all quantities related to the instanton [54, 55]. The optimization algorithms for the instanton geometry
that we have implemented are the quasi-Newton Nichols algorithm [63] and
the Newton-Raphson algorithm for rate calculations, and l-BFGS [64] for
tunneling splitting calculations. The calculation of rates with the first two
algorithms requires the Hessian of all replicas to be calculated at the very
first step. Within one instanton calculation, these Hessian matrices are then
updated using the Powell algorithm. [65]
In practice, the most efficient way to perform an instanton calculation is
to start at a temperature just slightly below Tc , which can be much higher
than the target temperature of interest. The advantage of starting at a higher
temperatures is that the instanton geometry will require a reduced amount
of replicas (beads) to achieve convergence. An initial guess to position these
replicas can be provided by hand (using any interpolation scheme the user
likes) or calculated automatically if the associated classical transition state
geometry is known and if the Hessian matrix of this state is provided. After
converging this first instanton geometry, the temperature can be lowered and
a new calculation, with, if necessary, an increased number of beads, can be
restarted from the previous instanton geometry. As the number of beads will
need to be increased progressively as one lowers the temperature of the instanton simulation, it is desirable not to recalculate the Hessian matrices for
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each new replica, as it is an effort that may become very expensive. For example, at very low temperatures, one may need more than 2000 replicas [61]
to achieve convergence. Since we wish to treat systems containing around
100 atoms (or more), in a naive instanton calculation just the effort of computing Hessians by finite differences could amount to more than 106 force
evaluations. We have, therefore, derived and implemented a ring polymer
expansion of the Hessian [30]. One can thus decrease the temperature in incremental steps until the target temperature is reached, without calculating
any new Hessian matrices for finding the instanton geometry. The instanton geometry with a converged number of beads at the target temperature
does not give immediate access to the rate or tunnelling splitting values. For
the final calculation of the instanton rates, for example, the Hessians of all
replicas are still needed. In our tests, with our ring polymer expansion, we
could obtain converged results for this rate at low temperatures with 1/4
the amount of beads. We provide post-processing routines within the i-PI
framework that calculate rates and tunneling splittings.
T (K) κtun
150
94992
200
190.3
250
18.94
9.75
300
Table 1: Tunneling enhancement factors for the CH4 +H → CH3 +H2 reaction with CBE
potential at different temperatures.

As an example, this implementation was used to calculate the instanton
reaction rates for the CH4 +H → CH3 +H2 reaction at two different target
temperatures, using the CBE potential [66] which has have also been included in the the driver code distributed with i-PI. The results of the ratio
between the instanton rate and the Eyring transition state theory rate, i.e.
the tunneling enhancement κtun , are shown in Table 1. These are all within
0.6% of the values obtained using the completely independent implementation of this method that was employed in Ref. [67]. The instanton geometry
(see Eq. 3), and bead-geometries corresponding to imaginary time slices between τ = 0 and τ = β~/2 for 250K and 300 K are shown in Figure 5,
while the potential energies associated with these different imaginary time
slices at all different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6. The comparison to
the classical potential energy in Fig. 6 highlights that at different imaginary
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Figure 5: CH4 +H instanton geometries at 250 K (left) and 300 K (right) for three situations. Top: τ = 0; Middle: All imaginary time slices (instanton geometry); Bottom:
τ = β~/2.
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Figure 6: CH4 +H instanton potential energies at different imaginary-time slices at 300 K
(black), 250 K (red), 200 K (green) and 150 K (blue). The classical value is given by the
dashed line.
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time slices, the instanton assumes energies that are lower than the classical
barrier.
4.5. PLUMED Interface: Metadynamics of the Zundel Cation
In a collaboration with the developers of the PLUMED code [68] – a plugin for free-energy calculations that can be combined with several molecular
modelling packages – a native interface was developed that allows collective
variable values and biases from PLUMED to be directly evaluated from i-PI.
This interface provides an example of a tighter integration between the client
code and i-PI. Tight integration is important in this case because, in order
to generate the history-dependent bias that is used e.g. for metadynamics
calculations [69, 70], there must be a synchronization between i-PI and the
driver. This synchronization breaks the strict encapsulation that underlies
the socket-based communication protocol. Consequently, the PLUMED interface is implemented using a ForceField base class, and can be used both
as a force provider in a System class, or as a bias in an Ensemble class.
Crucially, it also contains options that specify the PLUMED working directory, a counter to hold the number of metadynamics steps that have been
performed and a method to advance metadynamics by deploying hills at the
interval specified in the PLUMED input. This solution allows calculations
to be interrupted and restarted in a consistent state, as long as PLUMED’s
own restart files are not tampered with.
To demonstrate how this interface works, a metadynamics simulation of
the Zundel cation H5 O2 + was performed using a potential energy surface that
was fitted to high-end quantum chemistry calculations [71]. We computed
the free-energy surface as a function of the distance between the O atoms
dOO , and the difference in their hydrogen coordination numbers c1 −c2 , which
makes it possible to distinguish H5 O2 + states (with c1 ≈ c2 ) from decomposed
H2 O+ H3 O+ configurations. When the O atoms are close to their equilibrium
distance of ≈ 2.5Å the proton is delocalized in a Zundel-like state. When the
O atom are pulled apart, the complex decomposes in a neutral water molecule
and an Eigen cation, and there is a large barrier to transfer the proton
at fixed dOO . We performed calculations at 150 K, using both a classical
trajectory and one with PIMD, using 64 beads, and a bias that was deployed
on the centroid. Fig. 7 compares classical and quantum results for the free
energy of the centroid, computed along the proton-transfer coordinate and
the O–O distance. Effects are small but noticeable. The fluctuations of the
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atoms.
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O–O distance are enhanced by quantum effects. However, perhaps counterintuitively, nuclear quantum effects tend to stabilize the symmetric sharedproton state, and to destabilize the dissociated H2 O + H3 O+ state, as one
can see by the faster increase of the free energy in the large dOO region in
the quantum simulation.
4.6. Perturbed path-integrals (PPI)
The accuracy of standard quantum estimators for energies, structural and
response properties can be substantially improved by combining imaginary
time path-integrals (PI) with quantum-mechanical perturbation theory [24,
72]. Within this method, the atomic forces are used to improve the partition
function of the ring-polymer, ZPI , as:
)
(
P
N
~2 β 3 X X 1 D ~ (s) 2 E
ZPPI = ZPI × exp −
f
.
(4)
24P 3 s=1 n=1 mn n
PI
Here P is the number of beads used for PIMD simulations, N is the number
of particles in the system, β is the inverse temperature, mn is the mass of
(s)
particle n, and f~n is the force acting on particle n within bead s. All the
required PPI estimators can be derived from ZPPI in the standard way [24].
The correction term on the RHS of Eq. (4) can be computed using quantities taken from a standard PIMD run, using post-processing tools that are
included in this release of i-PI. Hence, the PPI approach does not increase
the cost of a PIMD calculation and does not require further implementation
effort.
The efficiency of PPI estimators is demonstrated for the total energy of a
gas-phase aspirin molecule at ambient conditions in figure 8. The molecule is
described by employing a recently developed sGDML force-field [73], which
can be easily interfaced to the i-PI code. One can see that the nuclear
quantum effects (NQE) contribution to the total energy can be described
with 0.5 % accuracy using only six beads when employing the PPI estimator.
For comparison, the conventional virial total energy estimator underestimates
the quantum part of the total energy by 2.5 % even when twenty-eight beads
are used.
Conclusions
This second release of i-PI makes it even easier to use more classical
and quantum sampling techniques with any electronic-structure, machine21

Figure 8: The NQE contribution to the total energy of an aspirin molecule in the gas
phase computed using different numbers of beads. The second-order PIMD simulations
with Langevin equation thermostat (PILE) have been done at 300 K with a time step of
0.1 fs. The total energy is computed with (blue) and without (red) the PPI correction.

learning or empirical force field code as a driver. The structure of the code
has been tidied up, and the description of a physical system and its sampling
have been encapsulated into separate objects, which greatly simplifies the
conception and implementation of replica exchange techniques. The modular structure of i-PI makes it possible to easily combine advanced sampling
techniques. For example an Hamiltonian replica-exchange simulation with
open path integrals and multiple-time-step integration can be easily realized
without having to write a single line of code. The implementation of a direct communication protocol with PLUMED demonstrates an example of a
tighter integration between i-PI and the driver codes, that might be beneficial
when running on a high-performance computer system. The implementation
of efficient and user-friendly post-processing tools complement the core engine, simplifying the analysis of simulations. Future developments, bugfixes,
tutorials and examples will be made available on http://ipi-code.org.
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